
Application Information 

Complete your References, School History, and Work History that we were working on before 

spring break.  I have an example of how to complete below. Make sure you save this information 

and send it to your email.  You will need this information when we start doing resumes. Email 

me when you have this assignment completed.  I will let you know through Remind when you 

need to turn this assignment in.  Please have this assignment completed by Thursday April 9, 

2020 since Friday is a school holiday.   

REFERENCE EXAMPLE: 

Mrs. Wendy Smith 

Teacher 

Horn Lake High School  

3360 Church Road 

Horn Lake, MS  38632 

662-280-1083 

Email address 

 

You will need 4 references.  Each reference will have 7 lines. Complete reference information 

like the example above. 

 

EDUCATION EXAMPLE: 

 

Horn Lake High School 

3360 Church Road 

Horn Lake, MS  38632 

August ____Year you started-May_____Year completed 

Diploma May____Whatever year you complete high school 

 

List the last three schools you have attended.  Complete school information like the example 

above. 

 

WORK HISTORY EXAMPLE: 

 

Wendy’s 

123 Goodman Road 

Horn Lake, MS  38632 

June 2019-Present----Dates of employment 

 

Work Duties: 

 Greets and serves customers in a friendly and courteous manner 

 Demonstrates knowledge of menu 

 Observes and practices proper health and safety procedures 

 Performs general housekeeping duties properly 



 

List at least three work duties.  Remember to use whatever work/volunteer job you are using to 

gain hours for the CPE class. Start each work duty with a good verb.  I have included a list of 

action verbs below. 

 

Action Verbs:     

 

Taught     condensed  educated  inspected 

Tested     created   encouraged  maintained 

Trained    customized  ensured  monitored 

Transmitted    designed  expedited  obtained 

Tutored    developed  facilitated  operated 

     Directed  familiarize  ordered 

Financial/Data Skills   displayed  furthered  organized 

Administered    drew   guided   prepared 

Adjusted    entertained  helped   processed 

Allocated    established  insured   provided 

Analyzed    fashioned  intervened  registered 

Appraised    formulated  motivated  responded 

Assessed    founded  provided  scheduled 

Audited    illustrated  referred  supplied 

Balanced    initiated  rehabilitated  verified 

Calculated    integrated  presented  achieved 

Computed    introduced  resolved  completed 

Conserved     invented  simplified  exceeded 

Determined    modeled  supplied  improved 

Developed    modified  supported  pioneered 

Estimated    originated  volunteered  reduced 

Forecasted    performed     resolved 

Managed    planned  Detail Skills  restored 

Marketed    shaped   approved  spearheaded 

Measured    solved   arranged  succeeded 

Planned       cataloged  surpassed 

Programmed    Helping Skills  categorized  transformed 

Projected    adapted  charted   won 

Reconciled    advocated  classified 

Reduced    aided   coded 

Researched    answered  collected 

Retrieved    arranged  compiled 

     Assessed  corresponded 

Creative Skills   assisted  distributed    

     clarified  executed 

Adapted began   coached  filed 

Combined    collaborated  generated 

Conceptualized   contributed  implemented 

cooperated 


